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High quality Two mode mix 48w 24w nail led lamp new 

product 2021 From China 

Nail art tool wholesale 72w UV LED nail polish lamp. This lamp is designed professional 
nail salon which with 3 pcs extra red light to white finger and hands,special for not black 
hands unlike traditional dryers. Total 33 pcs bulbs will dry polish gels very quick and wide 
located on all side. It is a wise choice when customer require a smart LED Nail Polish 
Lamp. Our staff through skilled training. Skilled skilled knowledge, potent sense of 
company, to satisfy the provider requirements of consumers for Professional Factory for 
China High Quality Nail Polish LED Lamp Nail Beauty Care 80W UV Lamp, We'll offer 
most effective top quality, quite possibly the most sector aggressive value, for each new 
and old customers with all the most excellent green services. Professional Factory for 
China UV Lamp and Nail Dryer price, Many years of work experience, we have now 
realized the importance of providing good quality products and solutions and the best 
before-sales and after-sales services. Most problems between suppliers and clients are 
due to poor communication. Culturally, suppliers can be reluctant to question things they 
do not understand. We break down those barriers to ensure you get what you want to the 
level you expect, when you want it. faster delivery time and the product you want is our 
Criterion . 

 

LED Nail Polish Lamp 

Nail art tool wholesale 72w UV LED nail polish lamp. 

This lamp is designed professional nail salon which 

with 3 pcs extra red light to white finger and 

hands,special for not black hands unlike traditional 

dryers. Total 33 pcs bulbs will dry polish gels very 

quick and wide located on all side. It is a wise choice 

when customer require a smart UV nail dryer. 
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New function: 
1. 660nm Red LED bulb x 3 pcs 

2. Smart sensor 

3. Painless mode 

Packing list 
1. Nail lamp 
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2. Packing box 

3. Manual 

4. Power adapter and cord 

1. Direction For USE of Two mode mix 48w 24w nail led 

lamp new product 2021 

1. Connect Atocnail dryer with power cord and adapter 

2. Turn on/off button select a timer,10s 30s 90s, 90s is painless mode and low heat that if 
time is enough for curing gels you can use this mode. 

3. Put finger or hand in UV nail machine, it will dry gel quick with a 72w power 
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2. Product Parameter (Specification) of Two mode mix 

48w 24w nail led lamp new product 2021 

Product name 72W nail light lamp 

Leds 30+3 bulbs 

Wired or wireless Wired with DC power adapter 

Life time Around 50000h 

Atocnail part number ATC-UV14 

Color White Pink 

Power 100-240V ac 

Product size 210*190*123mm 
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3. Product Feature And Application of Two mode mix 48w 

24w nail led lamp new product 2021 

1. Upgrade power max 72w -The UV12 nail lamp dryer with 72w power,and smart 
controller that manicure lamp won’t getting heat for normal nail gel drying.Please also 
don’t use it for a very long time may damage inside circuit board. All electronics should 
use under manual. 

2. More quicker than other dryers - It has addition red light 660nm for curing nail gels 
faster than other machines 

3.Smart sensor - When you turn lamp and put hands in the gel machine it will work 
automatically and stop working if move hands out. 

4.Not harmful -Curved and half-closed design,that will keep your eyes seeing UV light 
directly. Also not black hands as it has white function. 

4. Timer setting -This Nail dryer with 3 timers,you can set the timer at 10s, 60s 90s to 
cure your gel nails. 
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Advantages 

ODM service also available for this lamp,You can customize your logo on it. 

OEM, Like change quantity of LEDs. Or design a new lamp. 
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33 lamp LEDs are spread in a all places under the lamp, it dry all gels very fast in 360 
degrees and angel. This nail lamp also can curing foot nail gels as it has enough room for 
putting a foot in it. 

UV Nail dryer lamp with a higher technology whitening function. From all 33 pcs curing 
beads, 30 lamp beads white light source, which are mainly used for nail art, and 3 lamp 
beads are red light, mainly for whitening and fast curing gels. It is a smart design 
because some user afraid to use a such power machine to dry gels and caring if it would 
black hands or damage nail. 

Infrared auto-sensing device,This is a function that make your nail salon more easier to 
process when it is working you can put hands directly in it that machine will work. 

Total 3 timer setting,Some gel is harder to dry in nail art, the timer will help for varies kind 
of gels. Fastest cure time is around 10s. 

UV nail machine also with a painless mode, 90s low painless mode, can be set according 
to need. 

It has three speeds, 30s/60s/90s, which can be switched freely. 

72W high-power, 33 dual-light headlight beads have faster and more uniform glue 
baking, no shrinkage and longer service life. 

It adopts double-row heat dissipation holes, super heat dissipation, long-lasting standby 
without getting hot or hurting the machine. 

The digital display is clear. 

This product is specially designed for nails and can be used in most dry gels, providing 
excellent drying effect not only for nails but also for toenails. 

Can be used to dry mainstream nail polish, nail polish, phototherapy glue, etc. 

Suitable for home use and nail salon. 
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4. Product Details of Two mode mix 48w 24w nail led lamp 

new product 2021 

Wholesaler: Atocnail industry. UV12 serials 

Manufacturer: Own 
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5. Product Qualification of Two mode mix 48w 24w nail led 

lamp new product 2021 

Our factory provides 12 months guarantee for this nail lamp. If customer return stock to 
you that we need photos or videos from them to check if it actual broken then will refund 
or send replacement. 

 

6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of Two mode mix 48w 24w 

nail led lamp new product 2021 

Delivery: We suggest Air shipping 
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Deliver time: Based on quantity,3-30 days 

Price item: FOB/CIF 

7. FAQ of Two mode mix 48w 24w nail led lamp new 

product 2021 

Is it a good quality? 
The UV nail machine beads using imported ones that quality is perfect and won’t melt. 

Can i put a logo on it? 
Yes sure. We have MOQ to paint a logo on gel polish lamp 500 pcs. We are willing to 
help and assist your business being big. 
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